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ABSTRACT 
As the interest, pressure and concern for quality throughout the public health 
care industry develop, provider units are beginning to appreciate the relevance of 
management and organisational approaches to achieving Total Quality Service. 
The quality of health care service has been traditionally based on highly skilled 
and experienced professionals - the doctors, nurses, paramedicals and many others. 
Many such public sector workers equated quality with professionalism and still do, 
quite correctly. However, this is only part, albeit an important part, of the quality 
of service equation. The other part involves the management and co-ordination of 
high quality and the facilitation of high quality throughout the whole, total 
organisation. 
Ever since its establishment in 1990 the Hospital Authority has demonstrated 
a particular emphasis in Total Quality Management (TQM), and both the Head 
Office(HO) and the hospitals under its management and control are very active to 
learn and to apply private sector experiences of TQM to public sector health care 
services. In this project, the implementation strategies of TQM in the Head Office 
and in a hospital were delineated and evaluated, and a case study has been carried out 
to examine the TQM implementation processes in a department within a hospital. 
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Background of Public Health Services in Hong Kong 
Ask a local resident what springs to mind at the mention of the public hospital 
system in Hong Kong and the reply will possibly be: 
- Camp beds on corridors of many large hospitals, 
- Overcrowded wards, 
- Long waiting queues, 
- Impolite attitude of hospital staff, and 
- Bureaucratic procedures. 
Indeed, Hong Kong's rapid population and economic growth in the last 30 to 
40 years has put strain on public services, including health and hospital care services. 
In fact, there has been vast expansion in the provision of medical and health services, 
reflected in the increase in the number of hospital beds from 3,315 in 1952, doubled 
every decade to 14,420 in 1972, and to 21,490 in 1990.^  Communicable diseases 
came under effective control and there were impressive improvements in health 
indices as depicted by a dramatic fall in infant mortality rate from 77.1/1000 in 1952 
1 Data from Former Statistics Unit, Hospital Services Department. 
2 
to 17.5/1000 in 1972, and further fell to 5.9/1000 in 1990,2 and are now among the 
best in the world.， 
Notwithstanding these impressive improvements, problems began to emerge; 
amidst rising expectations of a public that is better educated and more quality 
conscious than ever before, the public health care services were unable to meet 
demands. The "camp beds" in hospitals have been enshrined as the most obvious 
evidence of the inadequacies. 
Pressure for Management Reform 
The health care industry has been under tremendous pressure to reform during 
the past ten years. Fuelled by the large rate of increase of health care expenditures 
(albeit this amounts to less than 4 percent of GDP in each of the past ten years'^ ), this 
pressure comes from consumers and purchasers asking for improved quality of 
services and value for dollars spent. Before the establishment of the Hospital 
Authority in 1990, the public hospital system was in reality a dual one comprising the 
government hospitals and the subvented hospitals. It was generally known by all that 
resources rendered to the former hospitals were a lot more generous than those of the 
latter ones： On top of this, the management structure of public hospital services was 
2 Data from Former Statistics Unit, Hospital Services Department. 
3 Hospital Authority Newsletter, Issue 4, February 1992, pp5 
4 Hospital Authority Newsletter, Issue 4, February 1992, pp.6 
3 
characterised by centralised decision-making and hierarchy at the Hospital Services 
Department of the Government. In fact, this system of centralised government 
control of the public and subvented hospitals has long been recognised by many as 
a major cause of inefficient service, ineffective utilization of resources and low 
morale. 
To address these problems, the Hong Kong Government in early 1985 
commissioned a firm of management consultants, W.D.Scott Pty Co., to review the 
} 
management of public hospital services, including their organisation and 
administration, with a view to improving the whole system. The consultants 
subsequently submitted their report to the Government in December 1985. 
In their report the consultants identified a number of problems.^ The system 
was inflexible. Serious over-crowding existed in some government hospitals while 
many subvented hospitals were under-utilized. Very large regional hospitals like the 
Queen Elizabeth Hospital and the Prince of Wales Hospital had led to problems of 
management and administration. There was a lack of consistent overall management 
at senior professional levels. 
The consultants recommended that a statutory Hospital Authority should be 
established with responsibility for all matters pertaining to the delivery of medical 
services in hospitals.^ After careful study of the consultants' report and thorough 
5 Report of the Provisional Hospital Authority, December 1989, pp.5 
6 Report of the Provisional Hospital Authority, December 1989, pp.5 
4 
public consultation, the Government concluded that an independently administered 
hospital system, in the form of a statutory Hospital Authority, should be established 
to oversee the management of the public hospitals, and to integrate the then dual 
system of government and subvented hospitals. 
Setting up of the Hospital Authority 
/ 
The Provisional Hospital Authority was formed in October 1988 to plan for 
the establishment of the Hospital Authority. The Ordinance setting up the Authority 
was passed by the Legislative Council in July 1990. On 1 December the same year, 
the Hospital Authority was formally inaugurated. 
A new era of health care was expected to begin in Hong Kong on 1 December 
1991 when the Hospital Authority assumed responsibility for the management of 38 
government and subvented hospitals and health care organisations, and a number of 
other related clinics, for improving and modernising the delivery of medical services 
in these hospitals. The Authority became the largest employer in Hong Kong next 
to the Government and in 1991, 86 percent of the public expenditure on health care 
was allocated to the Authority. One of the prime objectives set down by the Hospital 
Authority is to provide a uniform standard of quality hospital services to the public 
through effective utilization of resources and management reforms. "Quality" 
becomes a "fashion" and a slogan that is found in all sorts of communications, oral 
5 
and written, internal and external, by the senior executives of the Hospital Authority 
and the various hospitals and institutions. 
Purpose of the Research 
During the course of designing the approach of the research, the writer 
realised how little has been written or published on the topic of Total Quality 
Management (TQM) in the health care industry in Hong Kong. This phenomenon can 
be easily understood when one realises that in more advanced countries like the 
United Kingdom, it was only in 1989 when health care executives began to show 
interest in TQM, and funding and support was made available for 17 'demonstration 
f 
projects' to develop TQM within health care provision. In around the same time, 
TQM awareness started in health care organisations in the United States. It is 
therefore not surprising that Hong Kong is still at the infant stage and first generation 
of TQM across the health care industry. 
In writing this paper, the writer has 3 main objectives in mind: 
1. To carry out some literature review with a view to study the dimensions 
of quality in health care services. 
2. To review and evaluate the TQM implementation strategies and plans of 
the HA Head Office and those of a hospital that has carried out 
management reforms in 1992. The writer will comment on whether their 
TQM approach is on the "right track" and provide recommendations if 
6 
otherwise. 
3. To study the preliminary result of TQM implementation in the Accident 




This project will be broadly divided into two parts. In the first part the writer 
will study some literatures in relation to dimensions of QUALITY health care. 
> 
Having done that, this project will proceed to list out the TQM strategies and 
plans being implemented by the HA Head Office and by one hospital. These plans 
will be evaluated against the strategic aspects of TQM as examined in Part One of the 
research to determine whether these are on the，right track' and recommendations will 
be made if not. An interview case study and statistics analysis will also be carried 
out on some data collected from the Accident & Emergency Department of a hospital 
with a view to assess the effectiveness of TQM implementation therein. 
In this project, only broad principles of TQM are reviewed, and it is not the 
intention of the writer to provide very detailed action plans for any clinical or other 
disciplines. 
The primary data collection of this project comprises mainly personal 
interviews made to a Deputy Director in HA Head Office who is responsible for 
planning and implementing TQM in HAHO, to a Hospital Chief Executive and 
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consultant in the Accident & Emergency Department of a hospital under study. 
The secondary data for the project has mainly originated from:-
1. literature; 
2. published documentation and newsletters of the HAHO and of the 
hospital; and 
3. journals and periodicals published in the health care discipline. 
The results of this project have provided: 
1. An appreciation of the complexity of dimensions involved in the context 
of quality health care services. 
2. An examination and evaluation of the strategies and plans currently 
adopted by HAHO and one hospital that is being under management 
reforms. 
3. Recommendations made to HAHO and the hospital on their TQM 
implementation processes, strategies and plans. 
4. An assessment of the effectiveness of TQM implementation in the 
Accident & Emergency Department of a hospital. 
9 
CHAPTER III 
LITERATURE REVIEW ON DIMENSIONS OF QUALITY HEALTH CARE 
The public sector services, including the health ckre services, experience 
pressures as a result of financial constraints, legislative changes and criticism of 
standards - all fuelling the quality debate. Internal pressures, such as local 
management changes and increased clinical/research advances, have also increased 
f 
the search for quality. 
Public Sector versus Private Sector 
Many individuals have compared public and private sector services, 
emphasising that public services produce services not goods. These services have the 
special conditions of: 
1. User involvement in the service process - the service relationship between 
carer and patient is crucial. 
2. Service 'power' is with the professionals more than the consumer. Since there 
is no direct，sale，involved. 
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3. Multiple consumers at any level (eg.，patient, spouse，family, public at large). 
Health Care Organisation Structure 
Health care organisation belongs to a particular type of organisation which has 
been described by organisational theorists as a professional organisation. This type 
of organisations is characterised by their dual structure of authority and control: 
1. An administration structure which is largely restricted to authority and control 
over supportive, economic, clerical and maintenance services and 
2. A professional structure which regulates the rendering of services by 
professionals. 
In the past, health care organisation in fact was dominantly controlled by the 
professionals especially the medical professionals. As a result, physicians who 
constitute the dominant group of professionals in health care organisations have 
enjoyed a great degree of autonomy with respect to both the content and the terms of 
their practice. An important consequence of this hospital's structure is that the health 
care administrators control the input component of the organisation yet has little 
control over the most critical output, that is clinical care. Physicians do develop their 
own audit systems which govern the practice of medicine, but they are tended to be 
informal and loosely organised. 
In recent years, there are increasing evidence that the role of physicians in 
11 
dominating the delivery of health care has been vigorously challenged and coupling 
with the possibility of generating demand for medical care by the physicians, actions 
have been taken to develop methods and systems for evaluating the outcome of 
medical care and to ensure the quality of it. However, such systems have been 
difficult to implement because of resistance from professionals for obvious reasons, 
as their practice is the subject for evaluation. Nonetheless, the interested parties 
including the Government as fund provider, the patients and the general public begin 
to realise that there are more perspectives towards achieving quality health care 
services than the sole reliance on physicians. ^ 
Dimensions of Quality in Public Health Care Servirp i^ 
t 
In a convention, an overseas medical expert has quoted the following unifying 
concept of the quality of care: "Quality care is expected to maximize an inclusive 
measure of patient welfare, taking account of the balance of expected gains and losses 
that attend the process of care in all its parts. “ Quality in health care therefore needs 
to be viewed from at least three perspectives: the practitioner, the patient and the 
provider Practitioners focus predominantly on attributes relating to technical skills 
and physical and physiological outcomes of health care (Death, Disease, Disability). 
Patients normally assume technical competence of health care practitioners. 
Favourable physiological and physical outcomes are taken for granted. Patients place 
considerable emphasis on the psychological and social outcomes of health care. At 
the same time, resources available for health care are finite. Consequently from a 
provider perspective, assessment of quality should be from an，optimalist’ viewpoint, 
12 
how to maximise benefits for the largest number of patients. 
It can be envisaged that health care provision and delivery is complex and the 
quality dimensions reflect this. To ensure that each patient receives the best possible 
eare within available resources, several quality characteristics need to be addressed. 
These are illustrated below: 
1. The Maxwell dimensinns of qualify 
These dimensions are widely accepted as keys to p^viding high quality care.! 
They are: 
a) Accessibility - location and coverage of services 
b) Relevancy - of services to need for the whole population 
c) Equity • fairness in provision for different groups of people 
d) Efficiency - economy in the use of resources 
e) Acceptability - to patients and their relatives 
f) Effectiveness - of care provided 
g) Appropriateness - to patients and the hospital 
The，business, of health care also involves the management of eight key 
ftmctions at the highest possible effectiveness or quality^ These are: 
a) Service provision (volume, range, and quality) 
b) Service development 
1 M«i«ll, R. •Quality AMe«ncnt m Ifclth'. British Modfcd Joiuml. 19S4. pp.31.34. 
2尺喊 H.C.H., 'Qudily of and Sennoe'. M«Mgi», Se«i„ Qudily. July 1991. pp.266. 
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c) Financial/manpower control 
d) Income generation and release 
e) Organisational development 
f) Intemal/extemal relations 
g) Estate management (land, buildings and equipment) 
h) Human resource management 
3. From the average consumer's point of view, his or her health care quality will 
depend on several simple and straightforward characteristics, such as: 
a) Technical service received 
b) Information given 
c) Communication style of carer 
f 
d) Attitude of carer 
e) Physical environment 
These three sets of dimensions may seem to be unrelated. In fact, they only 
reflect the complementary aspects of high quality health service which need to be 
'operationalised' and managed in order to provide total quality care in line with the 
purchaser's specification. This forms the basis of total quality management in public 
health care services. A pictorial illustration of these strategic aspects of high quality 
health care service is shown in Illustration 1. 
It is within these complex dimensions that the Hospital Authority and its 
organisations implement TQM in delivery of the health care services. In the chapter 
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that follows the writer will summarise the TQM implementation strategies and plans 
in the Head Office level and as well as in Princess Margaret Hospital, the first 
hospital in the Authority that carried out management reforms in May 1992. The 
writer will then evaluate the effectiveness of their TQM implementation, and a case 
study has been performed in the Accident and Emergency Department of a hospital 





REVIEW OF TQM IMPLEMENTATION IN THE HOSPITAL AUTHORITY 
The Hospital Authority 
The Hospital Authority (HA) is a statutory body established on 1 December 
1990 under the Hospital Authority Ordinance. It is independent from the Hong Kong 
Government, and is responsible for the management of all public hospitals in Hong 
Kong. It is however accountable to the Secretary for Health and Welfare, who is 
responsible for the formulation of health policies. 
The HA formally took over the management of all the 38 public hospitals and 
institutions, and their 37,000 staff on 1 December 1991. 
Purpose and Ohjerti磁 
The key purposes of setting up the HA are stated in Chapter 4 of the Hospital 





The HA consists of a Head Office and 38 public hospitals and institutions and 
54 specialist out-patient centres. 
1. Head Office mO、T^vel 
The HA is governed by a Board led by a Chairman, and the Board consists 
of community leaders and professionals appointed by the Governor. An Executive 
Committee oversees the work of the executives and gives broad directions to the 
t 
service provision by the HA. It is assisted by seven committees as follows: 
a) Structure and Management Committee 
b) Medical Services Development Committee 
c) Supporting Services Development Committee 
d) Teaching Hospitals Committee 
e) Finance Committee 
f) Human Resources Committee 
g) Public and Community Relations Committee 
The HO management is organised into three branches, namely, Operations 
Branch, Development Branch and Secretary General's Branch, each led by a Principal 
Officer with the Director of Operations designated as the Senior Principal Officer and 
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the co-ordinator on a day-to-day basis. These Principles Officers report to the 
Executive Committee which shoulders collective responsibility for decisions of the 
Authority. 
2. Hospital Level 
Under the new management structure, all the 38 public hospitals and 
institutions will eventually have Hospital Governing Committees (HGCs) (which is 
similar to the Board of Directors in a private company). In each case, the Chairman 
and about two-thirds of the members are nominated by the previous governing body 
of the hospital and the remaining third are appointed directly by the HA, to provide 
expertise and to represent the local community. Each hospital will be headed by a 
Hospital Chief Executive (HCE) and for major hospitals, the HCE will be assisted by 
f 
General Managers for Clinical Services, Nursing, Allied Health, Administration and 
Finance. 
Patient services will be delivered on a bottom-up approach by clinical specialty 
departments. Each department will be headed by a Chief of Service who will lead 
a team of managers (Departmental Operations Managers, Ward Managers) and health 
care providers (doctors, nurses, allied health professionals and support staff) to 
deliver patient care in an integrated manner. 
18 
Health Care Structure 
1. Facilities 
The 38 public hospitals and institutions and 54 specialist out-patient centres 
provide 21,674 beds with the following facilities: 





- Psychiatric Institutions 
Acute/Sub-acute 3 
f 
Mentally handicapped/Infirm 1 
- Specialist Out-patient Centres 54 
- O t h e r s 2 
2. Service Lines 
There are totally eight service lines: acute care, convalescent, rehabilitation, 
geriatric, specialist out-patient, hospice, community nursing and psychiatric services. 
Funding 
The HA is funded by the Government through three block grants: recurrent 
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expenditure, capital accounts and information technology. The amount funded is 
subject to negotiation with the Government on an annual basis, and subject to the 
approval of the Legislative Council. For 1992/93, the total budget amounts to $10.6 
billion, with total staff cost constitutes some 81% of this, which reflects the labour 
intensive nature of the service, as well as the relative labour cost. 
The overall policy on fees and charges remains in the hands of the 
Government. Within this framework, the Authority is permitted to generate 
alternative sources of revenue and seek donations. HA may also retain up to 50% 
of any real increases in fees and charges and savings up to 5% of the budgeted 
expenditure. 
Review of TOM Implementation and Strategies in the HA 
Below the writer will separately set out the TQM strategies and the 
implementation procedures in HAHO and in Princess Margaret Hospital (PMH). To 
this end, interviews have been made to the Deputy Director (Management) of HAHO 
who is responsible for management reforms in HA and the HCE of PMH for a 
detailed and systematic account of strategies and plans instigated. 
I. HAHO 
Being a head office, its responsibilities and functions do not involve direct 
20 
interaction with patients. The writer has identified the following roles of HAHO in 
TQM implementation:-
1. Roles of HAHO in TOM Implementation 
a) Facilitate the whole development and implementation process. 
b) Set the strategic direction and the overall framework. 
c) Provide incentives and support. 
d) Co-ordinate and steer the development and implementation. 
e) Monitor the overall practices of TQM and quality of care. 
2. Corporate Strategies 
a) Emphasis will be to link the HA with a NEW era characterised by 
"Quality Health Care, Quality Hospital Services". The aim is to work 
towards a public hospital system which will not only be effective and 
efficient but will also demonstrate a genuinely caring attitude to the 
patients who come to it for treatment. 
b) The corporate strategy to provide high quality hospital services will be the 
new management initiative. The objectives are the development of a 
management structure, systems, facilities, staff and an environment which 
will facilitate an INTEGRATED delivery of cost-effective high quality 
patient care. 
c) Move away from the traditional model of clinical decision-making and the 
dichotomy of clinical services into "professional/technical ” and 
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"managerial" components which led to health care professionals disclaim 
management responsibilities and had very little regard for resource 
constraints. Make the health care professionals accountable to society for 
the use of resources. The central role of health care professionals in 
ensuring quality patient care has not changed, but, fulfilling this role now 
requires an altered perspective and new skills. 
New Manapement Initiatives rNMT) 
d) NMI will bring about very fundamental changes in the management of 
hospital services and medical practice, and will require a complete change 
in the environment and culture of the organization. 
e) Replacing the traditional structure characterised by Central decision-
making and hierarchy, the new model is an "inverted pyramid" as shown 
in Illustration 2, the key concepts being autonomy and support. 
f) The basic structure will consist of patient service units in the wards, 
comprising integrated teams of health care professionals. The 
participation of the staff of these front line units in operational decision 
making will be an important element of the model. Staff development and 
training to acquire technical expertise and management skills will be a 
pre-requisite for success. 
g) The aim is to support and assist the front-line staff to ensure that the 
services at the point of delivery will be of a high quality to patients' 
satisfaction. 
h) Focus will be on QUALITY and health care professionals will need to 
examine the processes of health care delivery, and how they relate to 
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desired outcomes, and seek continuous quality improvements. 
i) Community input will be through the HGC which is part of the 
management structure of the hospitals. 
3. HA，s Definition and Measure of Quality 
a) Within the ambit of the organization, high quality care is dependent on 
how finite human, material, financial and technological resources are used 
to deliver medical services to produce the desired outcome, which is the 
improvement or maintenance of the quality and/or duration of life. The 
cost-effectiveness and cost-utility of the health care delivery processes are 
key measures of its quality (Illustration 3). 
b) The process unit is the unit whereby medical services are provided by 
health care professionals in hospitals. These professionals, as providers 
of medical services and users of health care resources, have to manage 
resources to ensure the best outcomes for the largest number of patients. 
Questions have to be asked how much each diagnostic or therapeutic 
option contributes to the desired outcome, and whether the costs are 
justified when compared to alternatives. 
4. TOM Implementation Plans at HAHO 
a) Setting of Mission Statement 
Based on the functions and objectives set out in the HA Ordinance, the 
Principle Officers and their deputies held several retreats shortly after its 
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inauguration and have derived the mission statement of HA as follows: 
"In accordance with the Government's policy to safeguard and promote 
the general public health of the community as a whole and to ensure the 
provision of medical and health services for the people of Hong Kong, 
including particularly that large section of the community which relies on 
subsidized medical attention, so that no one should be prevented through lack 
of means from obtaining adequate medical attention, the mission of the 
Hospital Authority is: 
(i) to meet the different needs of the patients for public hospital services, and 
to improve the hospital environment for the benefit of the patients: 
(ii) to project to the public at large an image of care, dedication, efficiency, 
value for money and partnership, and to encourage public participation 
in the system, resulting in more direct accountability to the public; 
(Hi) to provide rewarding, fair and challenging employment to all its staff, 
in an environment conducive to attracting, motivating and retaining 
well-qualified staff; 
(iv) to advise the Government of the needs of the community for public 
hospital services and of the resources required to meet these needs, in 
order to provide adequate, efficient and effective public hospital 
services of the highest standards recognised internationally within the 
resources obtainable; and 
(v) to collaborate with other agencies and bodies in the health care and 
related fields both locally and overseas to provide the greatest benefit to 
the local community." 
b) Senior Executives Participation and Awareness 
At the very early stage of the HA, the senior executives of HAHO had 
participated in the processes of defining HA's goals and objectives, 
clarifying HA's roles and responsibilities, and developing organisational 
values, management philosophies and communication strategies. 
c) Developing a Corporate Culture 
Planned and driven by a two-men team of Deputy Directors in HAHO, 
the corporate culture that "the HA is committed to implementing modem 
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management in hospitals through an integrated structure, fresh operating 
systems and upgraded knowledge and skills for new managers" is 
consciously put forward by top management under all possible 
circumstances. 
d) Top Management Driven Management Ppfnrmc 
The NMI programme was entirely driven and closely monitored by 
HAHO top executives. Candidates hospitals were requested to submit 
their initial action plans, followed by detailed implementation and strategic 
plans. All these have to be communicated to the HAHO. In addition, top 
management has final say on the selection of HCE，s. 
e) Sharing of Rxperience with Expert Pan户 1 
An Expert Panel comprising practising professionals in the health care 
field from various countries was established to share with HAHO 
executives and leaders in the candidate hospitals their experiences on: 
i) management structure and system; 
ii) communication with staff and achieving cultural change; 
iii) quality improvement; and 
iv) resource allocation and diversifying resource base. 
Q Strategic Review of HxisHnpr 州 , — 
Working groups on medical and non-medical areas were formed to 
examine existing problems and to propose initiatives to bring about 
improvements. Also a committee system comprising experts in clinical 
services from a cross-section of the public hospitals has been formed to 
co-ordinate the delivery of clinical services in various specialities, address 
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operational issues and advise on future development. 
g) Staff Communication Enhancements 
i) Introduced a staff newsletter with an editorial committee made up of 
HAHO and hospital representatives to publish articles generated by 
both staff and management of general interest to all. 
ii) On-going orientation and induction programme is introduced in HAHO 
and all hospitals to help new employees to understand the work of the 
HA. 
iii) A staff opinion survey was launched with the purpose of fully gauging 
staff opinion on a range of subjects. The focus of the survey is to 
target major staff groups on a continuous basis. Sample of a staff 
opinion survey exercise is shown as Appendix 2. 
iv) Set up three types of staff consultative committees: one at hospital 
level; the second type at the HAHO level made up of representatives 
of each hospital; and a third type for six staff groups (doctors, nurses, 
allied health professionals supporting clerical/general and 
administrative staff). 
V) Put resources into communication training in a variety of forms. 
h) Setting up of Staff Development and Training Strategies 
i) The HA，s Strategy is tailored to the different approaches required by 
individual staff members at specific stages in their careers. 
ii) Staff development can best be provided to staff through job rotation, 
temporary secondment or attachment, career posting and coaching and 
mentoring by supervisors according to their career needs. Staff 
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performance and development review systems also exist to help them 
realise their full potential. 
iii) Management training is provided for three tiers of managers: senior, 
middle and first-line managers/supervisors, and covers four 
dimensions, each is offered a core management programme that will 
assist them in further developing their skills. Besides, programmes on 
core skills, operational matters and management education are also 
drawn up to help staff members to further their careers within the 
hospital system. 
iv) Introduced quality assurance programmes in the nursing service in the 
form of training facilities, seminars and hospital projects. 
i) Patient Communications 
i) A Patient Relations Officer is established at each hospital to assist the 
HCE to deal with patient complaints. Unsatisfied compliant can bring 
his case to a Public Complaints Committee at HAHO. 
ii) A patient feedback system was introduced in all public hospitals. This 
was done by means of survey questionnaire and patient survey is 
carried out on a periodic basis to assess patients' opinion on hospital 
services. 
iii) Patients' Charter was promulgated which sets out the rights and 
responsibilities of patients. 
j) Continuous Quality Improvement 
i) Introduced Quality Assurance (QA) programmes in the nursing service. 
By September 1992, 160 facilities have been trained who will then 
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initiate projects in their respective hospitals. Monthly seminars are 
organised in hospitals and up to end of 1992, 1,200 staff have 
participated in such seminars and 10 projects started in various 
hospitals. 
ii) Various coordinating committees of clinical specialties have set up QA 
sub-committees to address the issue of implementing QA programmes 
in the hospitals. 
iii) As to improving the attitude of hospital staff towards patients, courtesy 
campaigns among hospital support staff were organised on a quality 
basis throughout 1992 in 2 candidate hospitals. 
IL Princess Margaret Hospital (PMH) 
PMH is the first of the eight candidate hospitals selected to implement the new 
management structure in 1992. Prior to that, a Task Force led by chairman of 
PMH's Medical Committee (who was later appointed HCE of PMH) was formed to 
plan and prepare for the NMI. The Task Force has gone through a participatory 
process involving senior and front-line staff to draw up an initial action plan which 
prioritised issues to be addressed. During an interview with the writer, the HCE of 
PMH expressed that PMH had adopted strategies and missions that were consistent 
with those of HAHO's. Therefore below the writer will skip these parts and simply 
describe the TQM implementation steps of the hospital. Since the hospital is still at 
the early stage of cultural change and management reforms, not many detailed action 
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plans can be cited. 
1. TQM Implementation Steps 
a) Three Working groups and 16 subgroups, comprising a total of about 100 
staff members, were formed and each was entrusted to deal with specific 
problems and issues. 
Working Group for Cultural Change 
b) This Working Group planned to reach out to all specialties and 
disciplines. There were two sub-groups; one is called the Cultural Survey 
Sub-group and the other Hospital Image Promotion Sub-group. 
c) There had been many discussion forums, and posters, and questionnaires 
had been used for communication with staff. A survey was carried out 
to gauge staff understanding and views on the hospital's existing culture. 
The results of this survey were used to devise effective communication 
strategies and programmes to cultivate and promote the new management 
culture and philosophy. 
d) The HCE himself held a number of briefings on the new structure and 
culture which were attended by various groups of hospital staff. 
Working Group for Hospital Structural Change 
e) Adopting the new hospital structure as promulgated by HAHO, the 
Working Group carried out some fine-tuning and manipulation to the new 
structure so that philosophy and principles of HAHO can be upheld and 
at the same time put into daily clinical practice and ward procedures. 
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f) There are four sub-groups: Allied Health, Hospital Administration, 
Clinical and Central Nursing Department. 
g) All Specialty Units were involved in discussion and planning in reform, 
so that departments can be set up. During the process, the principles of 
well coordinated team approach in quality patient care and centralisation 
of resources were followed in the reform. 
Working Group for Detailed Action Plans 
h) This group has the duty to improve the hospital environment and patient 
care. There are eight sub-groups dealing with problems identified in the 
"Initial Action Plan": camp beds, lack of public relations service, linen 
supply, repair and maintenance work, office and storage space, operating 
theatre, food supply, staff welfare etc. 
i) Methods used include detail analysis of problems, brain storming, and 
identifying objectives and planning. Recommendations were subsequently 
made to the HGC. 
General Emphasis 
j) Staff participation in these Working Groups and sub-groups was 
voluntary. 
k) Emphasis on a multi-disciplinary approach in group formation. 
TQM Roll-out - Quality Assurance Programmes 
1) Maintaining the momentum of the morale aroused by the Working 
Groups, all departments and specialty units were encouraged/required to 
work on quality assurance (QA) programmes which invariably involve the 
following processes: 
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i) Observe/diagnose existing practices. 
ii) Set/define standards. 
iii) Compare results/practice against agreed standards. 
iv) Identify deficiencies and make corrective changes. 
V) Monitor effects of actions. 
Department heads were encouraged to share their experiences in QA 
programmes both inside and outside PMH, and a continuous improvement 
process is targeted. 
Evaluation of TOM Implementations in HAHO and PMH 
Without going into details the action implementation steps of HAHO and 
PMH and using the strategic aspects of quality care services as identified 
under Illustration 1，the writer will hereunder separately evaluate the TQM 
implementations in HAHO and PMH, and provide recommendations for 
further improvements. 
I. HAHO 
1. Aspects: Developing a Total Quality Culture with Management 
Commitment. 
Evaluation: HAHO is progressing well on this aspect. Top 
management has demonstrated high profile in 
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committing to quality whenever possible. 
Recommendation: Since culture cannot be changed overnight, continuous 
commitment of top management should be made visible 
until actual observable and measurable behaviours 
reflecting quality characteristics are prominent. 
2. Aspects: Team Work and recognition of staff value. 
Evaluation: The role of HAHO in guiding and advising the team 
work approach and its emphasis on staff contribution is 
appropriate. 
Recommendation: Continue its efforts and momentum. 
3. Aspects: Implementing Quality Systems and Techniques. 
Evaluation: HAHO's role in guiding and monitoring the 
implementation of quality systems in hospitals 
undergoing reforms is satisfactory. 
As regards implementing quality techniques, HAHO has 
developed a good framework and laid down detailed 
plans with respect to for example staff communication, 
patient communication, training and improvements of 
environment. Notwithstanding the success, it appears 
that HAHO over-emphasised on detailed action plans 
and short-term visible results, and the strategic planning 
role is overlooked. 
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Recommendation: A formal checklist of success stories about the 
improved hospital services should be complied for 
analysis and study. It will be beneficial for other 
hospitals to share the experience of candidate hospitals 
during the process of change. 
In the changing process, HAHO should assume a more 
strategic role with regard to planning, audit and 
resources allocation, rather than being concerned purely 
with operational matters. A small planning group free 
of day-to-day managerial issues should be set up at 
HAHO. 
4. Aspects: Meeting Patients' Expectations. 
Evaluation: HAHO's role in setting the strategic direction, 
performing reviews on existing services, and providing 
support including fund allocation to hospitals towards 
this aspect is considered satisfactory. 
Recommendation: Meeting patients' expectations requires funding. 
However expenditure on hospital and health services in 
Hong Kong is low by international standards. (Hong 
Kong's Annual expenditure on health is consistently less 
than 4% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), this 
compared with an average of 5.5% for Britain and 9% 
for the US) The resources issued need to be specially 
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addressed with Government in order to bring them up 
to the standard that HK's economic development 
justifies and its people deserve. 
5. Overall Evaluation 
HAHO is moving in the right direction and it can move ahead with 
confidence. The agenda is generally correct relative to the priorities for 
management. However, the TQM philosophies, concepts and application to 
health care services should be properly documented or video-taped for future 
training purposes. 
n. PMH 
1. Aspects: Developing a Total Quality Culture with Management 
Commitment. 
Evaluation: The HCE has been visible in taking the lead to carry 
out management reforms and cultural change in the 
hospital. By forming a Working Group on cultural 
change and core value building, general staffs 
awareness on the new concept of focusing on patients, 
quality care and cost-effectiveness is heightened. 
However, the writer considers that the working group 
members and senior managers only know TQM on a 
conceptual level, since they only acquire it through 
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HAHO motivation and discussions/brain storming. 
Recommendation! Continuous commitment on quality culture by top 
management should be visible to all. 
Arrange systematic training courses for top 
management, senior and middle managers on the 
concept of TQM and its application in health care 
service. This is a must before strategies to implement 
TQM in the hospital can be developed. The 
philosophies and teachings of Deming, Juran and 
Crosby should be studied. 
Manuals and brochures on TQM philosophies, concepts 
and applications to health care service should be 
devised. 
2. Aspects: Team Work and recognition of staff value. 
Evaluation: By emphasising on a multi-disciplinary approach to 
working groups/sub-groups formation and by 
encouraging open and honest communication, team 
spirit was gradually built-up. 
The fact that staff was entrusted with responsibilities to 
set up action plans and deal with specific problems and 
issues indicated the hospital's due recognition of staff 
value. 
Recommendation: Keep up the achievements so far. 
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3. Aspects: Implementing Quality Systems and Techniques. 
Evaluation: Being in its initial phase of management reform, much 
of the hospital's attentions and efforts was placed on 
cultural and structural changes and prioritising action 
plans. The writer feels that top management assumes 
working group and sub-group members would 
"automatically" address these quality systems and 
techniques aspects when needed, since HAHO has 
already laid down the relevant framework and guidance. 
This is certainly too "presumptive". 
Recommendation: Sufficient training should be rendered to all levels of 
staff. When setting the standards for the systems, a 
participative approach must be taken such that the 
standards are "owned" and understood by all staff 
concerned and therefore reduce great resistances when 
implementation takes place. 
4. Aspects: Meeting Patients' Expectations. 
Evaluation: Being the first candidate hospital to implement 
management reform, PMH is under great pressure to 
demonstrate short term visible results. Therefore, 
besides putting much efforts on cultural and structural 
changes, much resources have been directed towards 
action plans that generate quick results, e.g. elimination 
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of camp beds, repair and maintenance work and food 
supply etc. Strategic plans geared towards meeting 
patients，expectations are therefore only next item on 
the action programmes. 
Recommendation: Top management should start to commission multi-
disciplinary working group to establish quality 
characteristics and specification for each kind of 
services provided, adopt process focus and reduction of 
variation approach on services and make continuous 
process improvement a central theme in the delivery of 
services. Having heightened staffs awareness on 
quality culture in the first phase without proper 
application into plans and actions in the next phase 
would render all the efforts made so far fruitless. 
5. Overall Evaluation and Recommendation 
PMH has made the right moves in directing initial efforts on cultural and 
structural changes and team building. However, much has to be done in the 
application of the philosophies and concepts into a real life health care setting 
in such a way that continuous quality improvement becomes part of everyone's 
day-to-day activities in all areas. TQM has to be seen as a process, not an 
off-the-shelf programme of short life. The road is long and it is essential that 
continuous commitment, support and recognition from HAHO and top 
management of PMH can be felt by the hospital staff. 
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The support of HAHO especially on resources is of utmost importance. The 
success of TQM implementation in PMH is strategic and important to HA as 
a whole because it serves as an example to other HA hospitals that carry out 
management reforms at a later stage. 
In above, the review and evaluation was made more on the strategic aspects 
of management reforms in PMH. In the next chapter, the writer will focus 
to a lower level - the Accident and Emergency Department and examine the 
result of TQM implementation there. 
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CHAPTER V 
A CASE STUDY OF TQM IMPLEMENTATION 
IN THE ACCIDENT & EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT OF A HOSPITAL 
It was just very recently that TQM principles were applied in health care 
industry in Hong Kong. As such, not many specialties have gathered sufficient data 
to enable them to comment on the results of TQM. Notwithstanding this, the writer 
has carried out an interview case study with the Consultant of the Accident & 
Emergency Department (AED) of a hospital with a view to study their TQM 
implementation process, and to assess its effectiveness by performing a statistical 
analysis on one of the quality indicators - patient waiting time in the AED. Below 
is a summary of the interview and the statistical analysis in the format of a case 
study. 
The Accident & Emerpencv Department 
The hospital is an acute general hospital with about 1,500 beds in Kowloon. 
It is conveniently located near densely populated residential area and can be accessed 
by various types of transport. The AED is seeing about 140,000 patients a year with 
daily attendance ranging from 350 to 400. About 20% of the caseload is traumatic 
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injuries and of the rest medical complaints constitute the largest group. Only less 
than 20% of the patients are brought in by the ambulance service. The AED is 
headed by Dr.Wong, the Senior Consultant in-charge，with a workforce of 83 staff 
including 17 medical staff, 39 nursing staff and the rest are clericals and workmen. 
In recent years there is considerable pressure on hospitals to improve 
efficiency of their AEDs due to the following reasons: 
1. Since the takeover of the management of public hospitals by the HA, its 
promise for a more efficient and higher quality service has been subjected to 
scrutiny by the public and the media. AEDs as an important portal of access 
to the hospital system are often under the lime light. 
2. In his maiden policy speech on the seventh of October, 1992 the Governor of 
Hong Kong categorically promised the public that the average waiting time for 
treatment in AEDs should be less than 30 minutest 
3. In a similar vein, waiting time limits are also spelled out in Patient's Right 
Charter as proposed by one local political party】. 
TOM Implementation Process 
Dr.Wong was a member of the Working Group of Hospital Structural Change 
and had participated in strategic planning of structural changes on a hospital-wide 
1 Patten C,(1992), "Policy Speech by the Governor" Hong Kong Government 
Printer 
2 Meeting Point,(1992),"A Proposal for Patient's Right Charter in Hong 
Kong"• 
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basis. As a Working Group member, he had extensive opportunities to study a lot 
of TQM materials and philosophies of Deming, Juran and Crosby and attended 
workshops and seminars on TQM. As a result, he was very convinced that by 
implementing TQM the quality of service and performance can be constantly 
improved. 
In early 1993，Dr. Wong started to implement TQM in AED wishing that the 
following objectives can be achieved: 
1. To develop the quality culture in the AED with a focus on continuous quality 
improvement. 
2. To improve services to external patients and internal customers. 
3. To improve productivity and control increase in the cost of AED. 
4. To improve work environment in order to maintain qualified work force. 
5. To improve departmental understanding of practice pattern variations. 
6. To use benchmarking to compare performance and learn from the best 
practices. 
Dr.Wong stated that their TQM implementation process could be broadly 
divided into three phases, viz, initiation, transformation and integration. Below the 
writer will briefly describe these implementation phases. 
1. Initiation Phase was geared towards learning and building quality awareness, 
a) Learning 
In the beginning six weeks senior officers in the AED including senior 
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medical and nursing staff were required to attend weekly meetings chaired by 
Dr. Wong to study and discuss the concepts of TQM. Deming's 14 points 
were discussed in details. After the first four meetings they were able to 
prepare a document (Appendix 4)，outlining the key concepts of TQM and 
keys for successful implementation. He noted that most of the senior officers 
were "convinced" by the concepts and had the intention to try it out. The 
document then formed the training materials for subsequently trainings of next 
levels of staff in AED, for these trainings the senior staff acted as the coaches. 
b) Develop customer awareness 
The senior staff were asked to identify its customers and to review the current 
mechanisms for customer feedback. The concept of 'patient-oriented service', 
'patient satisfaction’ was discussed in the context of the service rendered. The 
internal customers were also identified. Focus groups and informal staff 
survey had been used towards this end. 
2. Transformation Phase mainly involved process design, customer measurement, 
recognition, outcome measure link and human resource policies, 
a) Process design 
Since the scope of work of the department involves life-threatening cases, the 
concept of 'do it right the first time, is very important and this is repeatedly 
emphasized in the department. On process design, the AED was divided into 
groups, each headed by a senior staff, to review in detail the processes within 
each operations area. Quality problems were identified and plans for 
improvement devised. Service standard were also defined and these were 
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compared to those of a comparable hospital. The findings of each group were 
matched and shared with those of other groups and the combined picture was 
formulated. All along major emphasis was placed on participation by both 
senior and more importantly by the junior staff. Process owners were 
identified and three process improvement teams were formed. Unfortunately, 
at time of the interview none of these teams have functioned due primarily to 
resource constraints. 
b) Customer Focus 
For both internal and external customers their quality characteristics were 
defined. For AED patients, the physical and psychological conditions are 
equally important. Posters like "Quality, Our Priority" was put up in 
prominent places in AED to remind staff of a quality patient care focus. 
c) Collaborative Approach to Process Improvement 
The results of the process improvement teams will be shared with and 
communicated to other staff members. Improvement suggestions and 
comments will be encouraged and invited from other staff. 
d) Recognition and Reward 
For staff who made significant quality improvement, Dr. Wong would make 
sure that the staff concerned would be recognised in front of their peers and 
their families. He would actively communicate with employees on such 
matters as key quality goals, formation of quality improvement teams, results 
achieved, and comparisons with key competitors to let staff have a sense of 
belonging. Senior staff were encouraged to make themselves available to 
listen to employee concerns on quality. Also an employee suggestion system 
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was implemented that provided both recognition and rewards for employee 
ideas. So far, more than ten suggestions have been received (mostly during 
group discussions on process design) but only three were considered effective. 
3. Integration was to make continuous quality improvement part of the daily life 
of every everyone. 
Diagnosis of Current Problems 
Dr. Wong was very satisfied when asked about the problems that his staff had 
identified. He mentioned that the TQM process was very fruitful so far, one of the 
reasons was that his staff were very committed to their work and they identified a lot 
of areas that need improvement. These include: 
1. Administrative process 
a) Patients complained lack of privacy in the AED area because very often they 
were just put on stretchers on the AED open area to wait for the doctor's 
diagnosis. In this way they were forced to，expose，their physically unfit 
condition to other passers-by. Very often the patients would feel embarrassed. 
b) The high demand of accident and emergency services (the daily attendance 
ranges from 350 to 400 patients). This has caused very problematic traffic 
flow, congestion and confusion by patients. 
2. Clinical condition/diagnosis 
a) Patients and their families/friends complained that patients had to wait for a 
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referred to a ward should it be considered necessary by the doctor, 
b) The previous practice was to attend to patients on a first-come-first-served 
basis. This led to the situation whereby those most urgent and emergent cases 
were not given priority in treatment. As a result, utilization of space, 
equipment and human resources were therefore not to the optimal level. 
3. Clinical process/treatment 
a) Very often less experienced doctors and nurses are left alone to deal with 
emergencies, this leads to inaccurate diagnosis and indecision. 
4. Customers' complaints 
a) Customers' complaints were handled in non-professional manner and attitude. 
Quality Standards and Service Indicators 
Having identified some of the major problems, the AED then proceeds to set 
down service standards which at the same time also serve as quality service 
indicators: 
1. Administration Process 
a) All consultations will be in private with office with adequate sound proofing. 
b) Full security as regards the keeping of medical records will be maintained. 
2. Clinical condition/diagnosis 
a) All patients can expect to be seen by a doctor within 30 minutes of arrival. 
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b) Onward referral will take place within three hours of diagnosis. 
These two standards are expected to be achieved by the combined results of 
implementation of the triage system, installation of equipments to generate quicker 
investigation results, and the setting up of two observation wards. 
3. Clinical process/treatment 
a) All staff will have the appropriate training and qualifications for the care they 
are undertaking. 
4. Positive outcome 
a) All patients on discharge are given appropriate self care plan. 
5. Negative outcome 
a) All complaints will be handled in accordance with HA policy. 
Results of TOM Process 
Dr. Wong advised that in the initial stage of TQM implementation, the staff 
found great discrepancies between the standards and the then prevailing practice. 
However, through many inter-departmental discussions and brainstorming exercises, 
and together with success in negotiation with other supporting departments, they were 
able to come up with measures to improvement them. 
At present, soft-fumishings are hung up on rails in the AED so that patients 
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have some sort of privacy while waiting for the doctor. A clerical staff is specifically 
assigned to filing matters of medical records. A "triage" process is in place whereby 
patients are sorted in priority of urgency as distinct from the "first-come-first-serve" 
method. This helps relieve congestion and confusion by improving traffic flow in the 
AED, and hence improves the waiting time. 
With improved throughput at the hospital, such as shorter time requited for 
investigation procedures; advancement in medical technology and equipment, such as 
ultra-sound machine and endosccopy; and the setting up of two observation wards, 
the identified problems have been mitigated to a more satisfactory level. 
In view of above, Dr. Wong advised that although he did not have many data 
and statistics to support himself, he considered the TQM implementation to be 
successful at the initial stage. As a result of the TQM implementation process, the 
AED has become a "famous" department both within and outside the hospital. He 
is always invited to speak on seminars and conventions on TQM implementation and 
his staff are very proud of being able to contribute to the success and are even more 
committed to quality patient care. 
Dr. Wong ended the interview by saying that he did not want to give a false 
picutre of COMPLETE success in the department. Afterall the department has just 
started TQM implementation for less than half year and there are a lot of areas like 
structural review and patient satisfaction that had not been addressed to. He 
emphasizes that TQM is NOT a one-time programme, and his aim is on a continuous 
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quality improvement culture in AED. 
Statistical Analysis on Patient Waiting Time , 
After the interview, the writer intended to perform some statistical measure 
of the effect of TQM implementation on one of the quality service indicators - patient 
waiting time. The statistical process is described in the following paragraphs. 
1. Ojective of study: 
To study the effectiveness of TQM implementation on patient waiting time in 
the AED. In particular, the triage process was analysed as to: 
(1) Accuracy of triage decisions as compared to discharge diagnosis. 
(2) Triage category and waiting time. 
(3) Change in waiting time after implementing triage. 
2. Standard Guidelines 
a) Standard guideline on categorisation of patients will be according to vital signs 
and presenting symptoms of the patients • In the AED a triage station was set 
up. A senior nurse was assigned the responsibility to categorise patients 
according to his symptoms. 
b) Standards on documentation requirements - A standard triage box was used in 
the patient record sheet. 
c) Waiting time limits were set for the three categories of patients: 
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Emergent _ 15 minutes 
Urgent - 30 minutes 
Non-urgent - 45 minutes 
d) Discharge diagnosis of the doctor seeing the patient was used as the golden 
standard to judge triage accuracy. 
When asked as to whether the staff in the triage station were fully conversant 
of the triage standards and process, Dr. Wong advised that didactic lectures had been 
delivered to acquaint the nurses to the triage system. The guidelines were posted in 
the station for quick reference. In the pilot phase, on the job coaching was provided 
by senior nurses and senior medical officers. Only more experienced registered 
nurses and nursing officers were assigned the triage job. 
3. Data Collection 
From the patient record sheets a period of fifteen days were chosen randomly 
between 1.3.93 to 31.3.93. Both weekdays and weekends were included in the 
sample. For each sampled day, a systematic sample of 10% of the records were used 
the study. 
A clerk would record the registration time, seen time, triage category and 
admission decision on the standard record sheet. A nurse and a doctor would decide 
independently on whether documentation was adequate and categorisation had 
followed guideline. A pair of doctors would then decide independently whether triage 
decisions agreed well with the discharge diagnosis. And if there was disagreement 
whether there had been over or under triage. Waiting time was calculated and data 
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analysed. 
Average waiting time data in the preceding months of the same year were used 
as the basis for comparison. A day was chosen randomly each month for the purpose 
of calculating the average waiting time and its standard deviation. 
4. Results of Data Collection 
A sample of 600 records were available for study out of a total of 11680 





Not documented 26(4.3%) 
Total 600(100%) 
Of the 574 cases with known triage category, only about 2% belonged to the 
really life threatening group. In the fervent action during resuscitation the triage 
decision was not documented. 
About 27% of the patients belonged to the urgent category. As expected the 
majority of patients were really non-urgent cases. 
Accuracy of Triage 
Triage categorisation was judged using the discharge diagnosis as the golden 
standard to see if proper priority had been assigned to patients. Again in most of the 
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cases, the categorisation was considered to be proper in light of the discharge 
diagnosis. 
Accurate Triage 517(90%) 
Equivocal 28(4.8%) 
Inaccurate Triage 29(5.1%) 
Of the 29 cases where assignment of priority were considered to be inaccurate, 
18 cases were judged to be under-triage. No case was considered to represent over-
triage. 
Triage Category and Waiting Time 
For the emergent cases, all were seen within the benchmark of 15 minutes. 
In fact, 8 out of the 11 patients were seen within 10 minutes. 
For the urgent cases, 4 out of 158 cases exceeded the standard of 30 minutes. 
Most patients however were seen well within that limit. 
For non-urgent cases only 6 out of 405 patients were seen beyond the standard 
of 45 minutes. 




As expected the waiting time for the emergent group was shortest while the 
non-urgent group did have to wait longer. 
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Category Average waiting time (min) Standard Deviation (min) 
Emergent 
Urgent I J ^ 
Non-urgent 14.28 10.22 
Overall 9.64 
In order to test if there is any significant improvement in the overall waiting 
time, this result is compared with random average waiting time in the preceding 
months of 1992. The result is subjected to Student's T-test for 2 samples. 
Average waiting time (min) Standard Deviation (min) 
Before Triage 1 0 ^ 
After Triage 1 3 ^ ^ 
Z statistics = = = 
Thus, there is a statistically significant difference between the new and old 
average waiting time. Since it is not known waiting time for different groups before 
the triage system there is no way to tell if there is significant improvement in those 
areas. 
3. Interpretation 
The purpose of triage is to sort patients out according to urgency of the 
problem. The effectiveness of the triage process must be measured against its power 
really to discriminate the acute from the non-acute. Using the discharge diagnosis 
from the AED record as standard, only 5.1% of the cases are considered to be 
misclassified with 3.4% being under-triaged. In any triage system it is very 
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important to avoid under-triage which may mean unnecessary delay for urgent 
conditions. The overall waiting time for the AED under survey is actually quite short 
and no actual harm had resulted from the wrong assignment. 
Another purpose of triage is to improve waiting time so that more urgent cases 
are seen earlier. The internal benchmarks are in keeping with standards used in other 
centres. 
All of the emergent cases were seen within 15 minutes which is the internal 
limit. For most emergent cases, the waiting time were less than 10 minutes. 
Actually in very critical conditions, the patient will be attended by doctors before 
registration or triage documentation. This is sometimes not reflected by the statistics 
because registration and seen time were estimated after the main thrust of 
resuscitation effort. 
Most urgent cases were seen at an average of 11 minutes after registration and 
only 2.5% of cases fell outside the 30 minutes limit for urgent cases. 
Not only was the waiting time shorter for the more urgent cases, the variation 
as measured by the standard deviation of the mean was also less. This was also an 
indirect indicator that the triage system had achieved its goal in positively 
discriminating the more urgent patients. 
The writer also attempted to assess the impact of the triage process on the 
overall waiting time by comparing with the average waiting time in the months 




The triage process was successful in most instance of differentiating different 
degrees of urgency using the discharge diagnosis as the golden standard. 
Triage was also successful in reducing waiting time for the more urgent cases. 
The overall average waiting time did improve slightly as compared to the past 
months. 
A last note is related to the client - the patients and their accompanying 
persons. Patient satisfaction survey should be an integral part of a quality assurance 
program. Since after all they are the best judges of the overall performance. In 
future, it would be useful to include patient satisfaction in our next survey. Structural 
aspects of the triage system should also be reviewed from time to time to make sure 




To summarise the review and evaluation throughout the paper, the writer is 
of the opinion that the Hospital Authority as a whole is on the right direction and 
approach in terms of TQM implementation. Given the complex dimensions of quality 
within which the health care services are conducted in Hong Kong, the traditional 
approach of quality management that was dominantly controlled by the medical 
professionals was found not able to meet up to the increasing pressure and demand 
for quality services in a finite resource situation. The Hospital Authority has realised 
this and instigated TQM throughout the whole organisation including all the hospitals 
under its management and control. 
The writer has performed a review of TQM implementation strategies and 
plans in HAHO and a hospital under the context of the dimensions of quality 
identified from literature review. For HAHO, the implementation agenda is 
considered generally correct relative to the priorities set down by management. 
However, the writer considers that the TQM philosophies, concepts and applications 
to a health care setting should be properly documented and/or video-taped for future 
training purposes. For the hospital, it has made the right moves in directing initial 
efforts on cultural and structural changes. However, much has to be done as regards 
application of concepts into a real life setting. To this end, continuous commitment, 
support and recognition from HAHO and top management of the hospital is of utmost 
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importance. 
The case study on TQM implementation in the AED of a hospital has depicted 
the detailed implementation process adopted by the department. The writer shares the 
opinions of the Department Head that the initial result for the areas that have been 
covered is successful. Improvements to-date include changing of physical settings to 
enable patients to have more privacy. In addition, the combined effects of operation 
of the triage system, installation of equipment to generate quicker investigation results 
and transfer of patients to newly opened observation wards have improved the overall 
patient waiting time for medical diagnosis and onward referrals to other wards. 
Notwithstanding the initial successful results, there are a lot of areas including 
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Hospital Authority Ordinance Chapter 4 
Functions of the Authority 
The Authority shall 一 
(a) in accordance with the provisions of this Ordinance and the relevant 
agreements referred to in section 5(a) entered into, manage and control public 
hospitals; 
(b) advise the Government of the needs of the public for hospital services and of 
the resources required to meet those needs; 
(c) manage and develop the public hospitals system in ways which are conducive 
to achieving the following objectives -
i) to use hospital beds, staff, equipment and other resources efficiently to 
provide hospital services of the highest possible standard within the 
resources obtainable; 
ii) to improve the efficiency of hospital services by developing appropriate 
management structures, systems and performance measures; 
Hi) to improve the environment in public hospitals to meet the needs of 
patients; 
iv) to attract, motivate and retain qualified staff; 
vj to encourage public participation in the operation of the public hospitals 
system; and 
vi) to ensure accountability to the public for the management and control of 
the public hospitals system; 
(d) recommend to the Secretary for Health and Welfare, for the purposes of 
section 18, appropriate policies on fees for the use of hospital services by the 
public, having regard to the principle that no person should be prevented, 
through lack of means, from obtaining adequate medical treatment; 
(e) establish, and assist others to establish, public hospitals; 
(f) promote, assist and take part in -
i) the education and training of persons involved or to he involved in 
hospital services or other services relevant to the health of the public; and 
ii) research relating to hospital services; 
61 
(g) perform such other Junctions as are imposed on it under this Ordinance or any 
other enactment; and 
(h) apply its resources towards the performance of its functions specified or 
\ referred to in this section, in particular the promotion, development and 
maintenance of hospital services. 
• Appendix 2 62 > 
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I Staff Opinion Survey • 
I 職員意見調査 I 
I Exercise 1 I 
m 
riSW HOSPITAL AUTHORITY X ^ S H 
. I ^HSm^RBHHBHB 
wSJ^mmmmmmmMJBBni 
Dear Colleague, 幻 
• • 
YouareinvitedtotakepartmthissurveywhichisdesignedtoprovidetheHospitalAuthoritywithadearview 
of the thoughts and opinions of our staff. 
The creation of HA has caused a great deal of change in the lives of our staff, both in demands placed upon 
them and in the organizational environment in which they work. 
飞 1 . A series of surveys will be conducted to seek your views on a wide range of matters. The results will provide 
、 虹 他ntmputstopolicyamiwillindicateareasofcurrempracticeatHAandhospitallevelthatcouldbereviewedand 
appropriately modified. 
All responses from you will be kept in strict confidence and will be assessed only by the Human Resources 
Division and Information Support Unit which will be responsible for analyzing the data collected and final report 
compilation. 
A summary on the findings of the survey will be made known to all staff as soon as possible.-
Your opinions are very important, and I would like to thank you in advance for your participation. 
EKYEOH Z 















Staff Opinion Survey 64 
、？彳：彳 職 貢 意 見 H i 査 • .‘• ， ： •，. • 5 _ 
• • 
Confidentiality 意昆伊浓 
1. All information will be treated in absolute confidence. Completed questionnaires should directly be returned to 
the HR Division/Information Suport Unit for analysis. 
所有資料均會绝對保密。《妥的問卷會直接送交人力資源部/统計組分析。 
2. Individual responses will not be made available to any outside parties other than the team responsible for the 
analysis. Only a group summary report will be produced in which individuals cannot be identified. 
除負資分析的小組外，任何人士均不會播悉挺別同事提供的資料。謂査结果將以 f f i報形式發表 
,其分析将不會顯示個別捏供資料人士的身份。 
3. Please do not sign your name. 
諸勿笠署姓名。 
Instructions 指示 
1 • Unless otherwise specified, please answer all the questions in the questionnaire. 
除待別說明外，諸回答問卷内所有問趙。 
2. There is no right or wrong answer to these questions. Your opinion, based on your own feelings is what we are 
asking for. 
谊些問S並沒有對或錯的答案。我們只是希望得到你根據自己感受而提出的意見。 
3. Answer each question by circling the alternative that best describes how you feel. 
諸S出毎條問超中最能形容你感受的答案。 
4. At the end of the questions, you are given space to add any comments you wish to make in Chinese or English. 
在回答問題後，你可在留空的地方加上你的意見（中英文均可）。 
5. If you have any problem completing this questionnaire, please call on Ms Chan of HR Division at 805 6607 during 
office hour. 
如你對该寫問卷有任何問題，詩於辦公時間致楚8056607與人力資源部陳女士描络。. 
6. Please use the attached self-addressed envelope and send the completed questionnaire back to HR Division/ 
Information Support Unit on or before 15.10.1 
諸用附上的回郵信封，將琪妥的問卷於 ^ ^ 1 £ _年二 1 1月十王B或以前寄回人力資源部/统計 
組收。 
I. •• 
6. Thai\k you for your participation. 
多謝你的參與。 
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Background Informarion 背费进料 ™ "， m T r 7 T r Wmi 
• . 
(Please circle the one that best describes you in every question in this section) 
(销图出毎條問趙中S能形容你的答案） 
1. Sex性別 
• Male 男 
• Female 女 
2. Age年龄 
• 20 or below 20钱或以下 
• 21 to 30 21 至 30 a 
• 31 to 40 31 至 40 a 
• 41 to 50 41 至 50 钱 -
• 51 or above 51鼓或以上 
3. Length of continuous service in your profession (including HA, and any other relevant ex-government and ex-
subvented organisations) 
你在現 ®行業内連续服務年資（包括B管局及其他有路的前政府及前補助捜構） 
• less than 1 year 不足一年 
• 1 year to less than 5 years —年至不足五年 
• 5 years to less than 10 years 五 年 足 + ^ 
口 10years to less than 20years 十年至不足二十年 
• above 20 years 超過二十年 
4. Current monthly basic salary (exclude all allowances) 
現時毎月底薪（不包括各項津貼） 
• $6/)00 or below 元或以下 
• $6,001 to $13^00 6,001 元至 13,000 元 
• $13,001 to $21,000 13,001 元至 21,000 元 
• $21,001 to $29,000 21,001 元至 29,000 元 
• $29^1 to 45,000 29,001 元至 45,000 元 
• over 45,000 45,000 元以上 
5. Do you have sub-ordinate(s) under your direct supervision? 
你是否有任何直接管格的下 ® ? 




： Your Employment Terms 你的聘用條件 
口 HA permanent terms哲管局常額锅用條件 
口 HA contract terms B管局合約聘用條件 
口 Civil service terms公務頁聘用條件 
口 Subvented terms補助拽構聘用條件 
〉 I f you are not on HA terms, do you plan to change to HA terms' 
• 如果你並非以K管局聘用條件受僅，你是否計K g揮B管局的聘用條件 
• Yes 是 
• No 5 
• Not yet decided 未決定 
(N.B. Staff on HA terms should leave out this question 
註：以B管局聘用條件受聘的億貝不須回答此鹿） 
8. If you are on HA terms, your last employer is如果你是以哲管局聘用睦件受循，你的上一任循主是 
• Government 政府 
口 Sub-vented organisation 補助槻構 
口 Other organisation 其他拍構 
(N.B. Staff not on HA terms should leave out this question 
註：非以B管局聘用條件受聘的億貝不須回答此超） 
9. Your position is你現任的趙位是:• 
口 Hospital Administrator/Sr. Hospital Administrator/Chief Hospital Administrator 
院務主任/高级院務主任/结院務主任 
• Personal Secretary/Sr. Persona】 Secretaiy 
私人秘書/高级私人秘書 




• Clerical Assistant 
助理文貝 
• Office Assistant 
辦公室助理貝 
口 Supplies Assistant/Supplies Supervisor/Supplies Officer 
助理物料供應貝/物料供應貝/物料供應主任 
• Ward Steward 
病房庶務貝 
口 Others, please specify 其他，諸註明 
4 
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EXERCTSE 1 豸 — a _ g 
1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
_ Agree Agree nor Disagree 
EMsagree 
非常 间 息 不 表 示 不 间 意 非 常 
同重 ra息或 不间鬣 
General feeling towards HA對路管局的一般意見 不间意 
1. I am happy to tell people that I work for HA. 1 2 3 4 5 
我樂於告拆別人我替B管局工作。 ，.：,.: 
•  v.. . ••：• 
2. I see that integrating government and subvented hospitals 1 2 3 4 5 




3. Service to patients has no direct relevance to my job function. 1 2 .，. '‘ .？3 4 5 
狠務病人與我的工作無直接關係。 
4. I understand the mission of HA. 1 2 3 4 5 
我了解路管局的宗旨。 
5. I am more worried by changes affecting HK as a whole 1 2 3 4 5 
than by changes within HA. 
我M心整胜彩堪香港的改受多於联管局的改變。 
6. I may emigrate to another country in the next 3 years. 1 2 3 4 5 
我可能在未來三年内移民外圃。 
7. I feel the establishment of HA will provide staff with 1 2 3 4 5 
greater career opportunities. 
我覺得成立B管局會為猶頁提供更大晉升機會。 
8. I intend to work in HA for the next 3 years. 1 2 3 4 5 
在未來三年内我打算在 I I管局内工作。 
a'lease put 2,3,4,5 & 6 in the foUowing blanks 
9. I see the following as important considerations towards according to order of importance, 1 being the most 
. . vv , , . important and 6 being the least important) 
improving public hospital services 按重要程度，将 1,2,3AS 及 6 « 在下 
我探為下述為改巷公立路院服務的重要考盧因衆 面空格内，1雜最重要，6為最不重要） 
(a) quality of service 服務質素 
(b) efficiency 效率 
(c) staff participation/team work 培艮參與 / 整 S 合作 
(d) client focus以服務對象為焦點 
. (e) entrusting authority to line sta仔權力下放予前線人貝 
(0 others (please specify ) 
其他（钱註明 ) 
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1 2 , 3 4 5‘、 
Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
Agree Agree nor Disagree 
Disagree 
* 非常 同意 不表示不同意 非常 
闻意 同意或 不同意 
不间意 
Management Transfer 管理 B 移 
1. I accept that lots of changes are necessary if HA is to be 1 2 3 4 5 
successful. 
我同意B官局要成功，必須有很多改受。 
2. I get enough information about the changes and development 1 2 3 4 5 
in HA. 
我對胜管局的改受及發展有足钩資料。 -
3. I need more help (e.g. directions, financial, manpower etc) 1 2 3 4 5 
to cope with recent changes. 
我箱要更多幫助（例如：指導、財政人手等）以 
庙付近期的改受。 
4. I feel comfortable about having to leam new work practices 1 2 3 4 5 
and procedures. 
我對描要學習新的工作方式及程序感到很適睡。 
5. There have been too many changes as a result of the 1 2 3 ‘ ‘ 4 5 
management transfer to HA. 
管理轄移至 e管局導致有太多改受。 
6. I hope to see more immediately observable improvement in 1 2 3 4 5 
hospital services. 
我希望見到K院服務有更多立即可以見到的改巷。 
7. In the process of transferring hospital management 1 2 3 4 5 
responsibilities to HA, management has as far as possible 
made decisions after due consideration of the interest of staff. 
在將K院的管理轉移至路管局的過程中，管方已盡 
可能考虚到職頁的利益才作出決定。 
8. On balance, things are getting better in HA. 1 2 3 4 5 
整體而言，路官局内的事務日趨完菩。 
3 
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1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
Agree Agree nor Disagree 
Disagree 
‘ 非絮 ra意 不表示，’不同意 弁常 
ra息 rai:或• 不同意 
不间意 
Communication 溝通 
1. I could do my job better if I know more about what goes on 1 2 3 4 5 
in other departments/ parts of the HA. 
如果我知道多一K W於B管局其他部門/部份的情 
況，我可以將我的工作傲得更好。 
2. Staff in other departments do not understand my job 1 2 3 4 5 
(e.g. responsibilities, nature etc) , ; , 
：其他部門的裙頁不明白我的工作 
(例如趙資、性質等） .. 
3. I can get as much timely information as I need to enable me 1 2 3 4 5 
to do my job effectively. 
我可以及時得到充份資料，使我更有效地執行工作。 
• •‘‘ ‘ 
4. I often do not understand HA circulars and instnictions. 1 2 3 4 5 
我S常不明白B管局的通告及指示。 r 
；••, .二••-...…...• . •.头， 
5. Messages contained in memos/circulars are precise and 1 2 3 4 5 
concise. 
便莲/通告内的訊息明確及精簡。 -
”•. .. ； • -
• •• •. , •‘.• 
6. We should use more Chinese in our written communication 1 2 3 4 ... 5 
in HA. 
S管局内的書面往來鼯更多使两中文。 
• * _ • . . 
- . I 
7. I am given enough explanation and background on changes 1 2 3 4 , 5 
in policies and/or procedures. 
在政策及/或程序改受時，我能獲得足夠的解釋及 
背景資料。 
8. I always read the notice board. 1 2 3 4 5 
我经常留意布告板。 
9. My supervisor is often a barrier to communication. 1 2 3 4 5 
我的上司通常是溝通的障礙。 
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1 2 3 4 5 
...... ：一 .、• 
Strongly Agree Neither Disagree Strongly 
Agree Agree nor Disagree 
Disagree 
‘ 非常 不 表 示 不 同 意 非 常 
ra塞 同塞成 不同重 
不ra恿 
10. If I were asked, I could suggest some improvements in 1 2 3 4 5 
the organization of work in my section. 
如被問及，我可以提出建議改巻我部門内工作安排。 
• • ». 
• ！‘ 
11. I will express my views through Staff Consultative 1 2 3 4 5 
Committees. 
我會透過培貝協商委頁畲表達我的意見。 
12. The communication between my supervisor and myself is 1 2 3 4 5 
effective. 
上司與我能有效地溝通。 
‘ .• • • 
13. I leam more from informal means than from newsletters, 1 2 3 4 5 
notices, memos, announcements, briefings etc. 
我從非正式途徑得的消息，較從趙艮通訊、通告、 
便基、公布、簡介會等所得的為多。 
14. I find staff associations/unions effective as a channel of 1 2 3 4 5 
communication with management. 
我發覺趙貝協舍/工會是與管方溝通的有效渠道。 




16. I have great interest in joining inter-departmental or hospital 1 2 3 4 5 
teams to solve common problems. 
我非常有興趣加入跨部門或段院小組以解决共通的 
問題。 
17. I think that a staff opinion survey can facilitate staff to 1 2 3 4 5 
express views to management. 
我認為 ®頁意見講査能協助裙艮向管方表達意見。 
Any other comments you wish to make 其他意見 
^ 5 3 2 8 
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Pteasa Help Us To Improve Our Service »IS助改菩 ® » 
Ward/DGpartrrwnt為你服務的病房/部円 
H6W do you rate the services provided In our hospital?你陈為我們的艇務如何"？ 
Good Satlatactoo' Poor Very Poor Remarks 
很 好 好 供意 费 很 塞 供註 
Reception Staff • • • • a 
����� 
Nur^ ng St.« • • 口 • 口 —— 
» 士 
^ • • • • • 
Doctors u ‘―‘ 
曲生 
Other Staff • • 口 • 口 
其他貝工（Plwoeapedfy MIBW〉 
(P»ir®©®<§fl8i)『®服務程序 
Adequacy of •Nunwsli士 • • • • • 
？ ? 气 .W加 Sfwards ««蓽》諷 • 口 • C 口 
Intormatlon 
提供住院的»科 其他人員 • 口 • U ‘-J 
Explanation of O^octom • � O • � O • 
Treatment •NursM 塞士 • • CD • : 
帅*«^人 H • • 口 a 口 
匿[nmBir®的祖�FffidsDOlHlfl溶® 
����� 
Physical Environment* Wards 供供 • • • 口 口 ‘ 
» � � � • Toiidts � � I B • • n C2 U 
.ventilation • 口 a • 
Facilities O 口 • CD n 
�� • PuWksTolophonw � � � 》 6 • d [Hi • "" 
.Vendor service » � � � 》 « O CD • • � 
Linen Supplied • cidaniiiww 鴻《 • • C] • • — 
被姐供艦 •Doalgntt式 • • • • • 
Food •P_tation 政戲食教方式 • O O [ • 口 
�� •ouanty � 《 • • • • • 
»Mealtime • CH • a 口 
Other Suggestions “ 
其他 a n - — 
Your Namo (optional)你的姓名（可以不 丨-_. 
一 人 院 日 Len^thofSt却住院期-=二：^二里〜期以以上下 
丁费••••_ (|__tu， tocc_you_m — 口 里期成以上 
TOTAL P . 0 0 1 
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Appendix 4 
KEY CONCEPTS OF TQM 
(Devised by the A & E Department of a Hospital) 
(Extracts) 
1. Top Management Leadership 
a) Leadership and commitment by top management are KEY factors in 
improving quality. 
b) Management has to drive the quality improvement process and to actively 
participate is a MUST if the process is to be successful. 
c) Management must emphasis that quality is an ongoing effort and not a 
program or a pilot effort. 
d) Top management must seize every opportunity to DEMONSTRATE full 
support for quality and continue to emphasis quality. 
2. Creating Corporate Framework for Quality 
a) Mission and vision statement must clearly incorporate the organisation's 
commitment to quality. 
b) Need to develop definition of quality that is meaningful and well 
understood by all employees. 
c) Develop guidelines on organisation's values and rules. 
d) Requires top management's leadership and involvement in developing 
quadity framework. 
e) Corporate framework must be widely shared and discussed at every level 
of organisation. 
f) The process of developing the quality framework is important and requires 
much discussion among senior management to clarify the vision and 
quality guidelines. 
g) Input must be obtained proactively from multiple sources including 
physicians and other employees. 
3. Transformation of Corporate Culture 
a) Senior management must take the lead of transformation. This is because 
the process may take anywhere from five to ten years, in the initial stages 
changes will be barely noticeable, and employees will be skeptical of the 
changes. 
b) Requires both logical direction and emotional commitment of leaders 
c) Must encourage participative and flexible styles of management, to replace 
the limited and authoritarian leadership style that is often prevalent in the 
hospitals 
d) The new culture must 
i) be consistent with the quality framework developed 
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ii) consider identification of quality problems as an opportunity for 
improvement and not a means of laying blame 
iii) replace the focus on short-term results by long-range thinking and 
planning 
e) Increase communication throughout all levels of organisation. 
f) Provide meaningful involvement for all employees. 
g) Employees must understand the need for change and accept their 
individual responsibility for implementing it. 
4. Customer Focus 
a) In developing a quality culture it is critical that customer service take 
priority. 
b) Identify external customers of medical organisations, i.e. patients, family 
members, visitors, payers, volunteers, and the community. 
c) Feedback mechanisms need to be developed for each category of 
customers. Feedback should include all aspects of care including clinical 
care, the environment, hotel services, admitting and discharge, ancillary 
services, and financial systems. Customer feedback should include not 
only evaluation of current services offered, but expectations and ideas for 
improvement. 
e) Internal customers must be identified for each of the key processes within 
the organisation, and the requirements of each internal customer must be 
determined. 
f) Based on the requirements of both internal and external customers, 
process specifications must be developed. This requires careful balancing 
between the needs and expectation of customers, and the current technical 
knowledge and capability of the process. 
g) Develop mechanisms to ensure that customer complaints are handled in 
an effective, professional manner to the satisfaction of customers. 
Management must make it easier for customers to provide feedback and 
be heard. 
h) Management of customer complaints must be viewed as a process that is 
designed and its performance measured. 
5. Process Focus 
a) An organisation should focus quality improvement on key processes, 
rather than on the people involved in those processes. 
b) Individuals in their daily work and quality team efforts should study 
specific processes and discover ways to improve them. 
c) Focus on making each process statistically stable and reduce variability. 
d) There are common cause variation and special cause variation in 
processes: 
i) Common Cause Variation - present in every occurrence of the process. 
These result from many causes. Some refer to this as random 
variation. 
ii) Special Cause Variation - usually outside of the expected limits of 
variation as depicted on a special graph called "a control chart." They 
usually occur because of special events (e.g. machine malfunctions or 
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breakdowns) and are often "assignable" to an intervening event - not 
the basic process. 
A key step in any process improvement is to bring a process under 
statistical control with the elimination of special causes. 
e) Once a process is stable, teams must work on improving it. 
f) A scientific approach to process improvement should be used (changing 
the process based on whims and hunches amounts to tampering and 
destabilizes the process). In the USA, Paul Batalden recommended a 
nine-step process improvement methodology labelled FOCUS-PDCA. 
Find a process to improve 
Organise a team that knows the process 
Clarify current knowledge of the process 
Understand sources of process variation 
Select the process improvement 
Plan a change or test 
Do carry out the change 
Check and observe the effects of the change 
Act, adopt or modify the plan 
g) Organisation improvement is achieved by improving processes, making 
them error proof, removing slack, and reducing variation. 
6. Collaborative Approach to Process Improvement 
a) Central theme is to involve employees in process improvement, this is 
usually in form of quality improvement teams: 
b) Team members are chosen based on their knowledge of the process and 
ability to make contributions to its improvement. 
c) The person who owns the process leads the team. 
d) Each team has a facilitator whose job is to monitor the improvement 
process that the team follows and counsel the team as it progresses. 
e) Team assignments and sponsorship of process improvement projects are 
reviewed by senior management. 
f) Team usually meet one to two hours per week. Team members assign 
themselves homework tasks to do between meetings such as interviewing 
other employees, customers, or management. 
g) Both functional and cross-functional teams are formed. 
7. Employee Education and Training 
a) Central to a motivational workforce. 
b) Employees not only trained on their job function but also on quality 
improvement process. 
c) Quality education should include instructions for simple techniques such 
as problem solving, process improvement, cause-effect diagrams, pareto 
charts, control charts, flow charts and team processes like brainstorming 
and nominal group techniques. 
d) All new employees must undergo comprehensive orientation and 
preferably detailed education before they begin employment. 
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8. Learning by Practice and Teaching 
a) Management needs to create a learning culture and disseminate TQM 
principles throughout the organisation. 
b) The best people to educate the work force are the immediate supervisors. 
c) Management must reinforce its concepts of TQM through practice as well 
as teaching. At each level, first an individual learns a concept, and then 
uses it as a member of a team. Subsequently, these individuals teach 
concepts to their subordinates. They also monitor subordinates to ensure 
correct use of the process. 
9. Benchmarking 
a) A process designed to assess the competition in comparison to the 
organisation's own performance. Xerox Corporation initiated 
benchmarking in 1979 and has defined it as "a continuous process of 
measuring our own products, services, and practices against our toughest 
competition or those companies who are the leaders". 
b) Successful benchmarking requires the organisation to know its own 
products and processes and forces it to compare itself against the best, this 
in turn defines the gap that must be closed, and encourages the 
organisation to learn from the best. 
c) A good way to set realistic objectives. Many times when internal people 
believe that something cannot be accomplished, a visit to leading 
organisation often sparks the motivation to accomplish higher objectives. 
10. Quality Measurement and Statistical Reports at Every Level 
a) Key quality characteristics measure the goodness of the output of a 
process and must be defined for each process of significance to the 
customer. 
b) Employees at every level should be trained to perform simple statistical 
measurements, data analysis, and data display. 
c) Employees must become accustomed to displaying quality data and 
monitoring the progress over time. 
d) Time-based displays and graphical displays must be used to communicate 
with the employees, quality data also must flow upward in the 
organisation. 
e) Senior management should use this data to initiate quality improvement 
teams and to commit resources for accomplishing the objectives. 
f) The objective of quality reports at every level of the organisation is to 
focus management's efforts on improvement as well as to gather 
information. The objective is not to lay blame. It is therefore essential 
that quality reports be developed within the proper corporate culture. 
11. Recognition and Reward 
a) A central theme in TQM is the recognition of employees as they make 
progress on quality improvement. 
b) The organisation needs to develop various methods for recognising 
employees. Employee teams should be given opportunities to present 
their projects to peer groups as well as senior management. The latter 
/ , 
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should listen to employee presentations and encourage them to reach new 
heights. 
c) A quality day can be established where teams from different divisions 
present their projects. It also allows management to recognise significant 
achievements and thank all employees who have participated in the quality 
improvement process. 
12. Management Integration 
a) TQM becomes successful when continuous quality improvement becomes 
part of day-to-day management activities. 
b) Success will be achieved when senior management spends more time 
addressing the improvements of quality in the organisation than solving its 
financial problems; when quality teams appear for discussion on all 
management, medical staff, and executive meeting agendas, and when 
employees, including managers, apply the concepts of TQM in their daily 
work. 
c) Developing a new focus on quality at every level of the organisation is 
central to the transformation of the organisation. The key concepts 
discussed above reinforce each other and are essential blocks for building 
a quality culture within the organisation. 
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